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Kim Jong Un Guides Strategic Ballistic Rocket Launching Drill
of KPA Strategic Force
Kim Jong Un, chairman of the Workers' Party of Korea, chairman of the State
Affairs Commission of the DPRK and supreme commander of the Korean
People's Army, guided an intermediate-and-long range strategic ballistic rocket
launching drill of the KPA Strategic Force on the spot.
The drill was observed by senior officials of the Central Committee of the WPK
including Ri Pyong Chol, Kim Jong Sik, Jo Yong Won and Yu Jin, and officials
in the field of defence scientific research including Jang Chang Ha and Jon Il Ho.
Respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un was greeted by commanding officers
of the KPA Strategic Force including its General Kim Rak Gyom, commander of
the KPA Strategic Force.
Involved in the drill were Hwasong artillery units of the KPA Strategic Force
tasked with striking the bases of the U.S. imperialist aggressor forces located in
the Pacific operational theater in contingency and intermediate-and-long range
strategic ballistic rocket Hwasong-12.
As known to the world, the intermediate-and-long range strategic ballistic rocket
launching drill of the KPA Strategic Force was conducted as a part of the muscleflexing to counter the Ulji Freedom Guardian joint military drills the U.S. and the
south Korean puppet forces finally kicked off in disregard of the DPRK's
meaningful and crucial warning.
The drill was carried out through the combination of sudden maneuvers and
strike in order to estimate and examine the posture of the KPA Strategic Force for
prompt counteraction in contingency on the Korean peninsula and to confirm the
actual war operation capacity of the intermediate-and-long range strategic
ballistic rocket newly equipped by it.
The Hwasong artillery personnel, who were to conduct the launching drill for
the first time in the capital city of the DPRK by order of Kim Jong Un, were all
filled with strong militant enthusiasm.
Kim Jong Un arrived at the launching ground early at dawn and watched the
artillerymen promptly moving and deploying the Hwasong-12 rocket launcher,
praising them for their smart and accurate movement.
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He learned in detail about the launch plan, preset flight track and target waters
and issued an order to launch the rocket.
The fired ballistic rocket reflecting the dignity and might of the Juche-based
nuclear power crossed the sky above Oshima peninsula of Hokkaido and Cape
Erimo of Japan along the preset flight track and accurately hit the preset target
waters in northern Pacific.
The drill had no impact on the security of the neighboring countries.
In the drill the rocket operational capacity of the Hwasong artillery units of the
KPA Strategic Force for an actual war and the combat efficiency of the
intermediate-and-long range strategic ballistic rocket it is newly equipped with
were all proved perfect.
Kim Jong Un expressed great satisfaction over the successful launching.
Praising the Hwasong artillerymen of the Strategic Force for being well versed
in the new ultra-modern rocket system and properly operating it, he said the drill
would offer them an opportunity for gaining a good experience in their rocket
operation for an actual war.
Noting that the current ballistic rocket launching drill like a real war is the first
step of the military operation of the KPA in the Pacific and a meaningful prelude
to containing Guam, advanced base of invasion, he said that it is necessary to
positively push forward the work for putting the strategic force on a modern basis
by conducting more ballistic rocket launching drills with the Pacific as a target in
the future.
Sternly saying that the U.S. answered the DPRK's warning that it will closely
watch the U.S. behavior with the bellicose war exercises for aggression, he added
that the drill conducted by the Strategic Force is a curtain-raiser of its resolute
countermeasures against the Ulji Freedom Guardian joint military exercises being
conducted by the U.S. and its stooges.
Noting that it is a lesson the DPRK drew this time again that it should show
action, not talk, to the U.S. imprudently denying the DPRK's initiative measure
for easing the extreme tension, he stressed that the DPRK will continue to watch
the U.S. demeanors as was already declared and decide its future action according
to them.
He expressed great belief and conviction that the officers and men of the
Strategic Force will further strengthen the combat preparations of Hwasong
artillery pieces as required by the grim situation, be fully ready to go into action
for decisive battle so as to launch powerful ballistic rockets anytime and thus
check military racket of the U.S. imperialists and their followers and firmly
guarantee the security of the country and the happiness of the people.
Officers and men of the KPA Strategic Force extended the warmest thanks to
Kim Jong Un, peerless patriot and hero of the nation, who gave vent to the long-
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pent grudge of the Korean people by mapping out a bold plan to make the cruel
Japanese islanders insensible on Aug. 29 when the disgraceful "Korea-Japan
Annexation Treaty" was proclaimed 107 years ago and approving ballistic rocket
launching in the capital region, and pledged that once the Party Central
Committee issues an order, they will fulfill their sacred mission and duty as the
reliable nuclear force of the WPK in the van of the final sacred war which will
win victory in the standoff with the imperialists and the U.S.
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